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Of Modern Poetry: Personal Observations and Explications
Josh Schultz

The intellectual institutions of man are ports of an artificial world – sterilized, impotent, science.  “Knowledge through science” is the calling card of a PhD. Elite.  Echoing Attila József’s words, science like a “child who hangs on his mother”1 clings to its own quantifications in the face of a dark jungle of indefinite blackness.  Libraries filled with black ink.  Where does science meet religion?  In the collective soul/over-mind of humanity.  While usually considered to be simply a repository for human archetypes the collective over-mind can be seen as the entirety of human experiences throughout history.  It is doubtless that this collective soul of history flows in the deep forests of Africa where white robed researchers cautiously experiment with electronic equipment.  Where natives speak of spirits, act in sacraments, and dance with tribal energy.  So overly romanticized has the aforementioned been, that one completely overlooks the inexplicably shadowy and dynamically intense meeting of the two forces.  Why is this important?  It is to say that fundamentally our future as humans lies within our past.  Even more fundamentally, it is to say humanity aspires for literal release into the imagination and over-mind more than anything else.  Whether through nano-technologically maintained environments or other means – the external reality humans perceive will eventually become a literal internal reality.  The entirety of human history is a nano-second on the cosmic clock; modern poetry provides structures for viewing ourselves in-between tick and tock.
Wallace Stevens’ poem “Sketch of the Ultimate Politician” calls the ultimate politician a man who will be “the final dreamer of the total dream.”2  In “Thinking of A Relation Between the Images of Metaphors” his vision harkens back to African imagery of “waterish spears” and an Indian “fisherman, who is all” as the ultimate politician is one with the dream he builds.  Stevens suggests we must build a new dream where fishermen are akin to politicians; the dream that exists “where we have yet to live.”  Language builds us, at least – if not more – than we build it as it molds us beyond our intentions.  The language Stevens sees within the world around him is a “ruinous storm” of creativity like the “crying of the wind” within common people and common speech.  Stevens underscores the importance of seeing things for what they are and not for our own ideas of them.  He says in “Notes Toward A Supreme Fiction” that, “The sun / Must bear no name, gold flourisher, but be / In the difficulty of what is to be.”  In short, the universe and the sun do not need words.  But humans do have a desire for words.  Stevens says, “you must become an ignorant man again / And see the sun again with an ignorant eye.”  Why must we become ignorant again?  Because desire for knowledge has blinded us; all that is necessary is to simply start looking with a new eye.  To truly know ignorance is to reach a state of clear seeing.  Quoting Stevens’ poem “Extracts From Addresses to the Academy of Fine Ideas” he writes:
It is an artificial world. The rose
Of paper is of the nature of its world.
The sea is so many written words; the sky
Is blue, clear, cloudy, high, dark, wide and round;
The mountains inscribe themselves upon the walls.
And, otherwise, the rainy rose belongs
To naked men, to women naked as rain.

Where is that summer warm enough to walk
Among the lascivious poisons, clean of them,
And in what covert may we, naked be
Beyond the knowledge of nakedness, as part
Of reality, beyond the knowledge of what
Is real, part of a land beyond the mind?
	
The sky is many things, but seldom do we take time to note the fact that the essence of the sky is not a three letter word or any other symbol.  So what is sky then?  Stevens makes use of this seemingly problematic question by telling us the rainy rose belongs to us – naked as rain.   It is imperative to say that the rainy rose is not defined by Stevens as one image but rather multiple possible images in the introductory stanza.  He suggests a real wrinkled rose, a paper rose which pelt noises on glass ears, the silent rose of the sun, and rain/the blood-rose.  The sky is quite literally anything Stevens creates, and yet not even those things, all existing in artificial worlds of their own yet no less real than sky itself.  The second quoted stanza asks where is the place that we exist beyond knowledge of words/definitions and beyond the creations of the mind – where we are simply naked in every sense.  The term naked here suggests an emptiness.  It is important to note that Stevens is not asking questions with the eye of an eager scientist.
Repeatedly, Stevens uses visual imagery which suggests the overlapping of the visual field onto itself as in a slow psychedelic flow of a time dilated dream.  In “The Hand as a Being” he says, “She held her hand before him in the air / For him to see, wove round her glittering hair. / Too conscious of too many things at once…Her hand composed him and composed the tree.”  The last line being key to such an observation where the male in the poem conceives himself a creation of the hand or the woman or himself or simply unable to distinguish any difference.  He is too conscious, as when the brain’s natural filters are bypassed, and a flood of imagery washes over him.  
The poem “I Dreamt”3 by Antonio Machado is strikingly similar to Stevens’ poem.  However, Machado underscores the aural sense of this same psychedelic flow in response to a female composing hand.  He says,
I felt your hand in mine,
your truly friendly hand,
your girlish voice in my ear
like a bell never used
like a bell never touched
ringing in early spring dawn.
It was your voice, your hand,
as I dreamt, so true and exact!
Well, hope, live on . . . Is it certain
how much the earth actually eats?

One imagines a frequency oscillation so “true and exact” it cannot be heard in a normal state, but in a dreaming state it becomes apparent and lucid.  The clearness of his poem mirrors this lucidity.  In both poems the female guides the male hand into a garden like place, suggesting at heart, a poem responding to Christian mythology.  Sexually speaking the poems are relatively clear, understandably so, as the authors have no need to confuse the reader with possibly commentary on Christian morality.  The bell Machado mentions twice may be suggesting the contours of a woman’s vaginal orifice.  Stevens suggests phallic imagery with “shivering” “shaken limbs” which bathe in a “leaping lake.”  It is worth noting that in Stevens’ poem the woman’s hand is not friendly but rather “impersonal” and like a “stranger’s hand.”  Of course Stevens’ later reconciles her impersonal hand when he says, “Of her, of her alone, at last he knew.”  It may also be that Stevens wants to partially de-construct the Christian creation myth; in the first stanza he says “Our man beheld the naked, nameless dame.”  While both poems are equally lucid, Stevens’ poem suggests a confusion on the part of the male character, offering more for the literary student to expound upon.  Machado’s final question may be interpreted as an attempt to challenge the idea that reality can be unquestionably quantified or dictated.  In light of such an affirmation Machado’s work can be seen partly as a poetry which attempts to evade such overt analysis by offering lucidity and sincerity.  His question is also interesting to the reader, who is metaphorically, eating Machado’s words.
 	Similar to Stevens’ use of imagery is Eugenio Montale’s poem “Boats on the Marne.”4  Montale opens the poem with the lines: “Bliss of the cork abandoned to the current / that melts around / the upside-down bridges.”  From the perspective of the cork the world is a melting, upside-down, flow of bliss.  The reader, abandoned to Montale’s words, is immersed in his melting of images and multi-faceted ideas.  The second stanza states:
Voices on the river, shouts from the shore,
oh rhythmic scansion of canoes
in the evening sifting through
the tresses of walnut trees, but where
is the slow parade of seasons
that was an endless, roadless dawn,
where is the long wait, and what do we call
this emptiness invading us.

Who exactly is doing the scansion?  The voices may well be scanning the canoes and the sounds/images of the canoes may be scanning the evening itself.  The canoes may be scanning the tresses of females standing on the river shore as well as the walnut trees.  There is suggested imagery of canoes suavely slicing the river slowly and repeatedly.  The second half of the stanza wonders where this dream, this “vast, unending day” has gone.  The sense of cosmic or universal emptiness in Montale’s poem is similar to the nakedness in Stevens’ work and is no doubt a topic of repeated interest.  Montale asks, “where does it lead, this mouth that seethes in a single stream?”  The word “mouth” indicates a total opening.  The implication is that the night is symbolic of a stream in comparison with the cosmic sea of void.  Montale’s choice of the word “invade” and later “inaccessible” are worth noting.  He says the dream’s mirror image is an inaccessible final silence.  There is less a sense of pessimism in the poem than there is simply Montale’s final and sincere question.  Humorously, Montale asserts an inattentive or possibly smug reader with the question, “another day, you say – or what are you saying?”  The day Montale describes is clearly not just another day if we are to take an active interest in Montale’s work, but the day may truly be just another day.  As a reader, I wonder if from Montale’s perspective his poem is simply what he is saying.  It is the insincere clause at the right of the cesura which indicates possible humor because his real question comes directly afterward.  Montale has no response for those who might identify with his poem as “just another day.”
	The clarity of Machado is mirrored in the work of Attila József and namely in his poem “Diamonds.”  The imagery József uses is appreciated with essentially no initial interpretation.  The concept of a diamond mountain is simple, extremely rich, and sets the tone for a poem where the imagination of the author and reader are free to co-modify each other.  József says,
We stand on a diamond mountain,
our pockets full of pebbles.
and forgetting we were angels,
we stuffed our wings into fat quilts.
Entreaties only cry for our strength
and stones have worn holes under our knees,
stars frozen in each breast.

Yes. Yes.
The sailors have foundered.
Meek oarsmen paddle toward God,
even the old ones
who sit on the simple wharf
and preach patience
to the ephemeral fish.

József wonders why we have abdicated all our knowledge and freedom and put ourselves in a position where we have to work for what we had always had to begin with.  He says we have forgotten that we were angels and painted ourselves into a corner of resource extraction and commodification of ourselves.  The strikingly apparent concept of frozen stars suggests a lack of internal warmth and life.  The imagery József uses allows the reader to attribute many associations with it.  Oarsmen preaching patience to ephemeral fish suggests a communication beyond the boundaries of a sober perception, yet József uses the word “meek” and “simple” to denote such communicative possibilities with nature within an unassuming or ignorant mind-set.  One might go so far as to say József understands that the fish and Oarsmen are one; the Oarsmen may be simply preaching patience to themselves.  The same consideration is presented by Rilke in the poem “To Hölderlin.”5  Rilke says,
Why, after such an eternal life, do we still
mistrust the earthly? Instead of patiently learning from transience
the emotions for what future
slopes of the heart, in pure space?

It is interesting that Rilke uses the word “learning” as the poet implies the intellectual institutions of man are teaching in the wrong way.  Both poets assert internal silence as a method of learning.  Both connect specifically the moon with this created internal silence.  Rilke says in the same poem, “O wandering spirit…Only you move like the moon.”  József states in “Winter Night” that “Silence locks the world by forging a moon.”  The moon has an inherent silence to it as it just flows silently through the sky.  The poets are telling the readers what they must do with their internal centers – move like the moon through darkness and light, silently.  The partial visibility and perceived distance of the moon imply that the reader must come to know his or her own ignorance; thus the assertion by both poets that patience is essential.  Moving backward: for Rilke angels are terrifying, and this same view can be applied to József’s poem.  We have tried to use ourselves, for comfort – our own wings stuffed into quilts for warming.  The literal translation of József’s metaphor is the Nazi’s use of female concentration camp victims hair to make blankets.  And József says tellingly in his poem “I Am Not the One Shouting” that “IT’S USELESS TO BATHE IN YOURSELF – / WASH YOUR FACE IN OTHER FACES.”  József’s poem is a poem of strength; he underscores the idea of rowing “toward God” with every stroke or every action.  It is a concept he later expands upon by saying “everything has to be stroked lovingly.”  Returning to the idea of a mountain made entirely from diamonds brings up the idea of the inherent value of the earth.  Reminiscent is Gerard Manley Hopkins who says in “The Starlight Night” that value is right in front of our eyes or “Down in dim woods the diamond delves! The elves’-eyes!”  Strikingly different, yet quite unsurprisingly, from Hopkins is József’s call for the snow, not ideas or Christian values, to cover our trespasses and loosen our tongues into infinite crystals.  József also alludes to an externalized imagination or collective over-mind as a force to call upon.  Poetry may be seen as part of history’s over-mind.  The diamond is an apt metaphor for this over-mind as the infinite faces of the diamond can represent the individual human faces of all history.
	Montale’s poem “Your Flight” communicates similar sentiments as József’s aforementioned poem, however, Montale’s set-up is quite an inversion from József’s.  Quoting Montale,
Your dress is shreds, the trampled
bushes twinkle back
and the fishpond crammed with human tadpoles
opens to the furrows of the night.

Oh don’t disturb the filthy
selvage, leave the burning piles
around, the bitter smoke
over the survivors!

If you break into the fire
(blond, ash-blond your hair
on the tender
ridge that deserted the sky)
how will the hand of silk and jewels
retrieve its true believer
from the dead?

While neither poem suggests a disneyfied nature setting, (József uses the words “harsh snow” and Montale sets up a “Dantesque” hell) József’s setting imagery is, clearly, more amiable.  Montale’s female character with a “hand of silk and jewels” provides a contrast of specific imagery, with the “burning piles” and “filthy selvage,” that is effectively matched in József’s poem.  It may be said that the lines “We stand on a diamond mountain, / our pockets full of pebbles” matches Montale’s contrast of images in the projected value/sharpness of diamonds as opposed to pebbles in a financial and visual sense.  The first noticeable inversion of József’s poem is a “deserted” terrain laden with “bitter smoke” of presumably burning bodies.  Such images are sharply contrasted with József’s description of snow as “heavenly gossamer.”  In Montale’s poem there are human tadpoles “crammed” in the fishpond, not fish!  Montale may be suggesting a regression of evolutionary consciousness unlike József’s vision of preaching patience and knowing ignorance in the face of an ephemeral self.  In this light Montale’s poem can be seen as a poem of post catastrophic proportions.  It may be more likely that Montale is suggesting we must stop creating such grim realities, however, in this specific literary reality he illustrates a compassionate hand of silk and jewels reaching out to retrieve the dying, and possibly the poet himself, regardless of beliefs.  Quoting Jonathan Galassi’s notes on Montale’s poem we learn that “Clizia, [the female character] dressed in her symbolic raiment…must try to lead the poet out of the world of the dead.  But he fears that if she ‘breaks into the fire,’ if she engages more deeply in the infernal war-world in which he finds himself, she will be unable to return to save him.”  Inversely in structure, yet similar to language like “true believer,” József’s poem begins by introducing the reader with a religious idea, namely of sacred psalms.  József calls on heavenly gossamer to loosen our tongues alluding to an affirming ending in comparison with Montale’s seemingly bleak final question, however, both poems can be seen as calling on poetry as a vindicating force.
A central issue for modern poets is the de-construction of the labor obsessed language of linear time.  The concept of time as a rhythmic, decentralized, organic force altogether puts an end to the archetype of “history” or linear mechanistic/industrial time.  The felt presence of immediate experience is denied by the concept of time as a quantified history.  In César Vallejo’s poetry the felt presence of immediate experience is strikingly apparent and forceful.  He asserts time as a rhythmic force in the poem “The Weary Circles”6 when he says,
Spring returns ; it returns and will go away.  And God
curved in time repeats himself, and passes, passes
with the backbone of the universe on his shoulder.

	When my temples beat their mournful drum,
	when that sleep etched on a knife hurts me,
	there are desires not to move an inch from this poem!

The final stanza signals a change in the poem from cosmic metaphors to a terse language of the present bouncing into a single, unified, drum beat of words.  The transition directly after his illustration of time indicates the simultaneous nature of events in time itself.  The “sleep etched on a knife” is a mind-state perceived to exist in opposition to imagination, yet it remains a kind of creative energy itself at least in reference to this poem.  Unlike Stevens’ calm and reserved mode of expression Vallejo’s poetry has a primal force behind it that can be immediately felt.  Vallejo is willing to discard the concept of “progress” and talk about process as a creative dance.  Vallejo shows the ridiculousness and sadness of quantified/progress-based thinking in his poem “The Rollcall of Bones.”
They demanded in loud voices:
“We want him to show both hands at the same time.”
And that simply couldn’t be done.
“We want them to check the length of his steps while he cries.”
And that simply couldn’t be done.
…
“We want them to call him finally by his own name.”
And that simply couldn’t be done.

The end-result of science is the attempt to quantify death.  The poem illustrates the capability of humans to ignore knowledge beyond the point of sanity.  The last lines are two of the most powerful lines I have read.  The dead cannot actualize a effortless name because without voice there is no language.  The sadness of the poem for me lies in the sense that the demands are all something that might be expected of a soldier, however, the final demand is made in a state of ignored knowledge as to attempt to subordinate death through language itself.
The modern poets often leave the reader with, as Jason Clemins says, a sense of being heavily weighed down.  This sense can be attributed to the intense meditative focus and outpouring of emotional energy the modern poets actualize.  However, one might say the same thing in regard to the Romantic poetry; it is the particularity of language that must come under the microscope here.  The ego uses language to create boundaries and part of this heaviness may be the reader’s ego sensing its own dissolution in the poetry.  Machado illustrates this particularity with the insight that “the eyes you see yourself in / are eyes because they see you.”  The boundary of “self” is partially dissolved in the language through a shift away from the ego toward conceptual reality itself as a sensing organism.
	Rilke embraces similar language in his work.  Part of his skillfulness below is to engage the reader in a way so that they must not only imagine (un)familiar spaces but reconcile themselves with their perspectives both within and without these spaces.  In Sonnet 29 of “The Sonnets to Orpheus” Rilke says, 
Silent friend of many distances, feel
how your breath enlarges all of space.
Let your presence ring out like a bell
into the night.  What feeds upon your face

Grows mighty from the nourishment thus offered.
Move through transformation, out and in.
What is the deepest loss that you have suffered?
If drinking is bitter, change yourself to wine.

In this immeasurable darkness, be the power
that rounds your senses in their magic ring,
the sense of their mysterious encounter.

And if the earthly no longer knows your name,
Whisper to the silent earth: I’m flowing.
To the flashing water say: I am.

Rilke shows us a smooth ascent on a mind manifesting trip that can only be described as “I’m flowing.”  And Rilke is flowing.  His first two lines indicate an esoteric knowledge of what it means to flow in the physical universe.  When one breathes so purely one forgets completely that he/she is even breathing; time becomes an eternal instant.  The intense state of mind such fluidity occurs in is indicated by the presence of, as Rilke points out, a ringing oscillation similar to Machado’s aforementioned bell, which is “never touched” and “never used” yet lucidly “ringing in early spring dawn.”  I answer Rilke’s question by saying my deepest loss has been an immeasurable sum of interactions and experiences resulting from a repression of my own feelings.  If the way I am living is bitter it is only because I have not immersed myself in bitterness.  Much like drinking cognac.  However, part of myself wonders: is this really my deepest loss?  I feel that Rilke largely wants the reader to focus on the perpetuating internal loss of avoiding fear.  Rilke says to “be the power” which can sense and transcend boundaries.  A simple part of what he is saying is simply to be fully attentive to ones own senses in the mind, body, and of the external world as well.  While the third stanza of the sonnet can also be interpreted within a sexual context Rilke seems to be describing a cosmic fusion without mate.  The sonnet is removed from passionate human desire into a celestial star-stream of movement.  Rilke’s poem shows the often overlooked necessity of thinking in terms of a personal process rather than a quantified intellectual inquiry.  The reader is asked to reconcile themselves with the poetry and it’s questions.
Rilke’s poetry addresses questions which particularly American culture avoids, zombifies, and has no answers for.  The second and third Duino Elegies elicit strong sexual feelings.  The energy within the second elegy is passionate and sexual, differing largely from the suave and controlled language of Sonnet 29.  In the very barest biological sense the ultimate self expression of oneself is a sexual expression.  In the second elegy Rilke says,
And all things conspire to keep silent about us, half
out of shame perhaps, half as unutterable hope.

Lovers, gratified in each other, I am asking you
about us.  You hold each other.  Where is your proof?

When Rilke says “us” I think it is clear he means the collective us, however, he could simply be referring to the himself and the characters or possibly the reader.  While his question may also be interpreted as a sardonic stab at an intellectual repression of the Eros, he addresses a somewhat more obscure issue.  He asks “lovers, are you the same?”  Rilke attempts to de-construct the myth that two people are complete as humans through sex.  The social idea of a “soul-mate” is the modern correlate of this sexual myth.  Rilke assesses that lovers sustain a boundary which is greeted by each person.  Shifting outward one must ask: is the collective “us” the same as the individual me?  In my mind Rilke answers the question in Sonnet 24.  He says,
Gods: we project them first in the boldest of sketches,
which sullen Fate keeps crumpling and tossing away.
But for all that, the gods are immortal.  Surely we may
hear out the one who, in the end, will hear us.

What is the god we can actualize in nature?  The collective over-mind – us as a whole.  The ultimate realization of this line of thought is that language must then be evolving toward a dialogue with the over-mind.  So keenly, Rilke is careful not to use language which suggests a unified, dogmatic god image in this stanza.  In the subsequent stanza Rilke de-constructs the generation myth.  He says we are “one generation through thousands of lifetimes.”  It is interesting that he says through the “child” we will bear we will “someday be shattered and overtaken.”  It is to say that as a collective mind humanity is un-recognizable to itself; a revealing of this over-mind would be shattering to what humans assume are fundamental truths of living in this physical world.
While modern poetry may be a fundamental precursor to the synthesis of a psychedelic release into this collective over-mind, it is doubtlessly a forceful linguistic actualization of the need to work outside constructed cultural archetypes in order to propose the unimaginable and challenge readers to drop cultural constructs of how reality “is” and can/should be.  To underestimate the imagination may be one of the deepest losses we can experience culturally and thus individually as well.  Pablo Neruda says:
I am nothing but the empty net which has gone on
    ahead
of human eyes, dead in those darknesses,
of fingers accustomed to the triangle, longitudes
on the timid globe of an orange.

I walked around as you do, investigating
the endless star,
and in my net, during the night, I woke up naked,
the only thing caught, a fish trapped inside the wind.7

As readers we can expect no less from ourselves than to actualize this empty net within our own minds and to flow, as it does, when the book is closed.
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